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1. IIITJWDUCTION 

At present, in order to get r.id of the infrared divergences 

in gauge theories, one usua.J.ly introduces a cut-off' /.1/ • In_ QED 
this operation makes physical sense if all inelastic pr~cesses-with 
non-obs~rvable .long-wave photons are taken into accmmt. HOwever,_ in 
QCD the cut-off 1s a fo:rmal.-mathemtieal. too.l which ':LS justified only 

~Y referring to confinement and a finite hadron size. On the other 
side, one of the centxal problems of the theory is to give a proof 
for confinement based .on the behavio-ur of the- gluon fiel.as over 
large distanCeS, that is on their long-wave singulaxities. Finally, 
there seems to arise a logical circle: the confinement is justified 
by infrared singulari.ties and the r·emoval- of· them .by the confinement. 

In our papers /Z,J/ we have made an attempt to remove the 
infrared divergences in QCD without reference to confinement but by 
analogy with _quantum liquid 14

t- 5 t-
61 • From this point of _vi.E!IV the 

infrared behaviour is descriQed by macroscopic (global) excitations 
of the liquid- as a wholer- being accompanied by sitontaneous vacuum 
symmetry breaki.n~. Thii analogy f_o~ a non-Abelian gauge theory .leads 
to vacuum fields, satisi'ying self-dual equations in- the Minkowski 
space. 

The main aim of this paper is the relativi.stic-covariant 
description of a spinor field within a self-dual vacuum. 

To understand the points of departure, we describe briefly the 
results of papers 12,3/ 

The infrared problem in Yang-Mills theory with the action 

J 

arises far before quantization, when independent dynamical variables 
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are defined by so.lrtng the constraint equations, i.e,., the classical 
e.quat:ions for components A: , whi.-eh have no canonical momenta I?/ 

SJ (· 2.J)ll d Al h oS .,J al-;1f) &A-:" 1? ft0 - ~ Jo i=O ;\[1. = d.-1 -gE i . (1.2) 

The 1n£rared singularities are connected ~th zero e~genvalues o£ 
the operator (~2.} • If these zeroes exist (thi.s is the start:1.ng 
point) then the general so.lution of eq. (1.2) can be represented 
as a sum of s~utioris o~ the homogeneous and inhomogen~ous equations 

. A: =(J.C(tJ)¢" + [ ~z 1~~~ [t? J.A-J' c1.J) 

·m. th \l 'l. ¢= 0 . The operator [ ~q2 ] •• .,. :1. s d ef:Lned :Ln a olass 
of i'Unct:Lons for wh:Lch[V~J11 f 0 • The coef£:Le:Lent ~0 C(t) 
just represents .a global dynam~cal variable. It has oovar1ant 
propertie-s under gauge transformations provided we connect it with 
the.Pontryagin index 

V[A] : J: f t £o 11-r~" . frr a I l r"J'l) 
J2T' rl'll, vwil ' lt/lv"'z /"V'o 

(For soluti-ons· (.l.J) it has the :f'o:an of an integral .over time for 
the der:Lvat:Lve; V =}dt "d~J! ; C-+ Jl ) /2,J/ , 

Substituting eq. (l.J) into eq. (1.1) we obta1n the a~tion and 
the HamUtoni.an expressed in· terms of the global var1able 
P= &~(a,JI) and transverse eleotr:Lc (E) and magnet:Lc 

f:LeHs. . .· . 2 2. (1 J 'Pf>Bl 
Ht.t = ffe~1(E: + BJJJ + J{Pr£)+1

] J:~(\74>):l 
(B) 

(2.4) 

E E-v</>ld~EP'P ·B-B-vt~.f<~1-<Brvef! 
r>"~ jd'x(V¢)2 1 IJ- T Ja 1x(V¢/ 

(2.5) 

~ £. = L? 8, "' ~(r.:¢) = 0 . (1.6) 

The Hamiltonian depends upon field 9' via the characteristic 
i'Unctionals:J-o'~('Y¢) 2 ;. j<l{ EV¢ , jq'!.,: 8 'Y¢; 
wh1ch due to Eqs. (1.6) are non-zero only for singular fields 
8

1
E, P¢ (i.e., nondifferent1able at certain points of R(3) or 

nonvan:Lsh:Lng at spat:La1 :Lnf:Ln:Lty :Ln R(3} • W:Lth:Ln th:Ls context the 
following alternative arises: 
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1) For regular fields the global dynamics vanishes 

the usual Yang-Mills theory H ~ffaJ)((£'-+8~) 
infrared unstable perturbation theory. 

and we obtain 

with an 

2) Spontaneous vacuum symmetry breaking, by 

with a singulax nondynantloal field A-.- va<' (\-) 
shifting A-, (x, t) 

is the condition for the existence of the global variable. Here 

lt-,..9. and operator[ Yv•J•-a are defined within the class of 

functions, vanishing at the singularity points x • The Hamiltonian 

(1.4) is obtained just for this case• The characteristic functio

na1s here play a role analogous to "constant n fields in the 6 
model. 

Starting from Eqs. (1.4),(1.5), one Can show that the "quasi

particle• Hamiltonian ~I al;.c ( F.l + /3!)~) is finite provided 

the singular vacuum fie1ds satisfy· the integrability conditions /5/ 

The vacuum energy Hvar: #V fd~(V¢)4 may be :Lnf:i.nite. However, this 

energy is subtracted from the total energy by redefinition of the 

asymptotic states with the help of the int~raction representation: 

H~tes .:: Hfof - J.lv-llc • The obtained theory reminds one oi' a 

quantum 1iquid / 4 , 5, 61. In the microscopic Bogolubov theory 161 the 

criteria for an energetically favoured condensate Ava:c are the 

existence of a Hermitean Hami.ltonian and the infrared stability of 

the 1heory. 
We should remember that due to the infinite vacuum energy the 

classical theory of the quantum liquid is an approximation, which 

has no physical meaning. (The cause of the classical infinity is 

explained by a more fundamental theory, wh1ch takes into acc·ount 

the size of a "li_g,u:J..d atom"). 

X 
The same situation arises in the 0 -model in a finite 

volume of P. (3) : "cona:tant" vacuum f:Lelds have a jump at the 

boundary o:f the volume, while 11-quaSipartic.les" ful:fil the zero 

boundary condition. 
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For the existence of the global dynamics and the vacuum 
symmetry breaking, we have to pay with a loss of the usual relativ:is-tio covariance. However, for selt'-dual fields ,4 ct = /¢a• ,.f. _tt ) 

_/If( l' J ~ var 
£:=-'i7¢:J:i8 /::;-. *~,"(A{:fJ= i'c.f;.JII'Z') (lo7) 

the oovat"ianoe group of the new· vacuum contains the group of' trans
formations (mixing 1iltema.J.. and externa.l ind.i.ces), the algebra of which co·incides with that o£ the Poincare· group. The new relativistic group gives additional dynamics caused by an ambiguous choice of 
field components A-':, • 

This paper is organized as fo1lows. In section 2 the classification for self-dual fields is given, in section 3 we describe 
spinor fields within a self-dual singular background in a Lorentzinvariant way; in section 4 the complete set of' solutions of the corresponding Dirac equations are obtained, in section 5 the spectra of observables (i.e. conserved quantities) are calculated. In the Appendix the generalization of ADEM-construction 191 to the Minkowski-space is given. 

2, SELF-DUAL FIELDS IN MINKOWSKI SPACE 
Recent.l;r,, there is a considerable pro~ess in the c.onstruct~on of Euc.lidean self-dual non-Abelian f1-e.lds 9-.l.l/ • Some of these results, in particular the ansatz /lO/ , can be generalized to the 

M1nkowsJd space 

(2,1) 

I 

and the function _JJ has to satisfy the d'Alambert equation 

(z,2) 

The stationary vacuum fields correspond to the factorizable solution of Eq, (2,2):Ji= ~,.(<k.O ¢(x) , where ¢(.Jr~) is an 
arbitrary funct1on, satisfying equation ('d,i4+kl)¢=O • For the vacuum at rest there are no preferable d:lrect.ions and due to the spherical symetry we obtain 1rmned1ately a soluti·on 

...P = e <k.t ~ l.tx' , 

'"' 
(z,J) 
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vrhere ko has a real value and def~nes a scale similar to the 

photon momentum in the conform-imrar::t.ant QED without charge ( /r0 =i ~ 

corresponds to- finit~ energy monopole so.lutions f.ll/, which are not 

considered here). The so~ution (2 • .1),(2.J), up to a gauge transfor

mation, coincides with the one, considered ill ref.- fl 21 • 

The transformation group, preserving the scale ko , 
with the POincare group with the usual Lorentz generators 

replaced by 

coi.noides 

~~~ 

(2,4) 

where T
4 

By the 
:is the colour generator. 

Poincare group transformation, the :fieJ.d (2,1), (2,3) -v transforms into the vacuum mo~ng with an arbitrary velocity 

starting from an arbitrary point X 

__p(x) ~ J'v,X (x) = _f{x'.,.X} ; 
(2.5) 

As wil1 be shown below, the theory of quasiparticles in such a 

vacuum reminds us of a relativistic general.izatfOn of the bag 

model /.l),l4/ • Therefore, we shal.l call the vacuum (2.1), (2.3), 

( 2. 5) self-dual bag. 

Obviously, the configuration 
N 

,;:>" == ~ ..lk.. v. X· (xJ 
,:::f o c. I & J ' 

corresponds- to an N-bag vacuum. 

(2,6) 

The general so2utions of the Euclidean self-duality equation 

are obtained by the A.D.H.M. construction 191 ( see also refs/15
t
16f; 

a vari.ant of the A.D.H.M,. construction for the Minkowsk:ian 

solutions (2.1), (2.J) is considered in the Appendix. 

), DBSCRIPTION OF SPINOR FIELDS IN A SINGULAR 

SELF-DUAL VACUUI1l 

We consider the spinor fields within an external field in such 

a way that the whole theory becomes invariant under ·the transforma

tion of the Poincare group. Usually in the case of existence of zero 

modes Poincare-invariance is restored by applying the method of 

collective coordinates. Since in our case of singular fields 'these 

zero mode states are not normaiizable, we do not ref_er to this 

method. We shall rather use an analogy with the two-component 

superfluid theory / 5/ • That is, the dynamics of the vacuum fields 

is considered to be independent of the quasiparticle excitations. 
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Let us consider the Lagrangian 
..p_ .i/, iy/"((i l ._..-«1'-J ~.i Q"t, ]II: o~.:.-'-TO'_L'i.'t..,..~v 2i'" ~T; (3.1) 
which obeys asymptotic states of the spinor fields in the vacuum (2.2),(2.2). Here .A (J<) is a Lagrange factor. V,;,iation with respect to A.(Jt) gives the vacuum self-duality c-ondition, 1.e •• the "free•. equation (2.2). 

The Lagrangian (J.l) is invariant with respect to the Poincare group. In accordance with the Noether theorem the fol1owing ·quanti~ies (observable a) are conserved: energy-momentum, J?. ={H)~); spin $ ; charge Q. 
R =fria&"'7;.,; ,J'',£'Jk j,P6-"'f1,.~·~r> / a=f<>'16"'-J. . CJ.2) v Sl(f> Sl{fj SNj>J 
Here ~ is a space-like ~urface chosen in such a way that the ~ -projection of the bag world lines describe a :finite J;:,egion inside 6_...... . Q{f) :Ls the integration region whi.ch 1s defined by the zeroes of .,..P(JC) • {For example, in the case of vacuum 
(2.1),(2.J), we have G=,!:':;k;•"•<~) ). ~r, T,..v, Ma (r.v) are the current vector, energy~omentum and anguJ.ar momentum tena:ors. 

of motion 

K-"""? !.f =- 0 ) (J.4) 

! /. - «•J rq """·) DA = -_p d~ (' '12 !!'- 2i I T / £J_JJ=o. (J.5) 

Here ~ =(?,. +L:;.C:'f!iJJ.t....p} , the spinors have to satisfy zero bound_ary conditions at the points of' the vacuum singularities 

if/ = lf/p_-
0 = 0 · J'"'O J (J.6) 

It is easy to prove the covariance o~ the observables. Within-this context the observables, calculated for a moving bag 
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are connected nth the observables of the bag at ·rest 

by the Lorentz transformat~ons. tl ) 

In particular, we have: /]. (vcj o) "' J!... P., (v;o. 
·G{v#o) o:: Q(v=o). Let us prove, for example, the 

last relation, taking ~nto account that for the bag (3.7) the 

surface element c{ ~ is chosen in the fo.llowing form: 

d~_,(d2x; ;lx,tl~,.lt; o ; o) 

Q{V#O)"' J A :Jo(x~) "f" {..!K,./rJ/t .:Jt{.J<(/;) • 
S?(fi) S2if.,) . 

(3,8) 

Let us pass to the new ~ntegration variable (x· -i#-X 1 ) (3.7) and 

apply the current transformation property 

. ~~~~=~~~~~-
Then we obtain the expression for Q. (v/:o) 

Jtl~, (;...L [Jo (~<)- v:ft(x:Jj + .L {J,P.•J- VJ,(tt)j'J ~ 
Q(vio)-:- lt-v> .ft-v• It-"'' ~~-, ] 

fl(j>(<1) V1- V< 

::: Ju3~ 1 J0 {~r) = Q(v=o) 
S2(.P(••J) 

) ( :Y (Jf') = :7 (x'/,/(Jf'))) . 

Thus, 1t is sufficient to calculate the spectrum of ob·servab.les 

for the bag at rest. 

We suppose that the spinor excitations describe the asymptotiC 

hadron states. The hadron mass spectrum and spin are defined by Eqs. 

(3.2),(3,3),(3.4) and (3.5), The charge (3,8) may be used for the 

wave function normalization. The so.lution of Eq. (J.5) for the un-

physical field i.(x) is ~hosen in the form Mx) ~(~tp) • 

Therefore, all physical observables are equal to zero provided the 

sp~nor exc1tation is absent. In this serise the vacuum (2 •. 1),(2.2) 

is Lorentz invariant. 

4. THE SOLUTIONS OF DIRAC EQUATIONS FOR 

AREITRARY f' (x) 

In order to solve .Eq • (J.4 ), we shal.l Use the two-component 

spinors 

ij = ('f-:."'~"'") I 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

In the Euo.lidean space, to so.lve the m.rac equations, one app.lies the ADHM .construction 191 • Ho-wever, .in the Minkowski space this method yields not all the solutions of Eqs.(J.4) (see Appendix). We shall use here a more simple method, remembering the infrared 
factorization in QED. 

Let us make two transformations of Eq. (4.2) 
1) Using the identiyy 

.... Q(+J/_7'")'~"/.. fot(1"t"- :1 {J, £./J].'rl{cf(+!/')8(' (4.J) L...,;" v ( .2i j ':J' '\: 6 /" .Z .) 1 C 

II ·~ (i~•'' r~·~>+ where ;, c ::. r /j .lc , we remove from the Lagrangian the 
interaction tenn wi.th the derivative by transformation: 

where cJ:J,+ and <ti are new spinors, and the matrix U (;J 
is of the- form 

'/• -~ ~ -~ .. 'U.(t>) = txpU .t.J'J.; I 3..f> .... J> + "_tJ -..P (4.5) J y ~ 
(In order to find the explicit form of the matrix ·.oxp(llt)~18 .. A:1) one needs to solve the differential equation: 
-d.[IB(i) +II:DI'>J =A [I8/f) +II YJ(fJ] taking into account the 
relation A·A:.ii-11 •. 

2) We symmetrize the Lorentz and co.lour indices in 
by 

8 
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(4.6) 

A ~ A 

Fim..~ly, we obtain the Lagrangian (4.2) in terms of the fields / 1t 

t.;{)=<{ 4:[d.4.-'d .. (A-,_p2J] T 

A+[.., _L '"'(,'A -.Z\ <E"Qtp,Jf1 ]} , (4.7) 
+ TT>; Uo 7Tk - "• TToj> I + 

The Dirac equations corresponding to (4.7) are of the form 

do A-. - ()" 6+._t2
) = 0 ] 

do A-. - 'd. (l+
0
j.ZJ + < t ~a& ~AI: 0 

'J.A-.+ -J2'd.A-:=o } 
'iio fr: -J'.2 'd,.Ac,+- it ~cal ~Q A-i = 0 

and are easily so.lved, if the vector fields A-K, 4""1" 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

are represented as the sum of a gradient and a transverse field 

A-~= ~2 + v. ; A> ;; .. :r + V.'" 

lJ• V/ =- ;i" V. = 0 . 

~quation (4.8) takes the form 

f) 'ii" 74. - 'dd ./'2 u" X) = 2./> O"f) 1{. 

2) 17. ;?"t - v .. ( 4 • .;>-2
) =- ~---J£111 . 

Here we have introduced the notation 

(4.10) 

I 
(4,8 ) 

(4.11) 

I 
From the second Eq, (4 .. 8) we may pick up the transverse and 

longitudinal parts acting in them with the operators ~~ 

and Gr-)Q.t , respectively. We obta:1.n the re.lation between < 
and Ao 

?;-('.r) = -;,; { A-of2) 
(4.12) 

....... '"'~" "'""~' ''"""'"'"""''~""'''" .. , 



and the equation for the vector. field 

CJV, = o ct+>u ~ = o . (4.13) 
:t 

The set of equations (4.12), (4.8 )I} is solved by substitution 

..+ = 0~ .90 'fl. 
0 J J' 

which leads to an equation for the scalar :field ~ 
source term 

D 'ft. :: .2(01")') !{- . 

with a 

(4.14) 

( 4.15) 

(4.16) 

( 4.17) 

Analogously, the equations for the right spinors are solved. 
The solutions coincide up to the sign with the expressions (4.14), 
(4ol5) with .,4; 

1
,44 replaced by A-R. J_,q..; respectively, 

(A-o)• ::.'d. 'f., ; D <fi. = 0 Gc~,u (V.)e = 0 .fl (4.18) 

VJ..). =-[ ;:}'2 ;io(~Yft J] + ~ rit+>«h).f~) + (\{)R 

Ill 
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{A-;}R =;J>~ do{,. 

(A:)R= ~.[-:/+)a ()(j')(WJR]+(V,/)~ i 
(4.19) 

~+Ju{WJr=O • 

where A-It Tf.; are relat.ed with the spinors ~R-1- 1 
~ 

I 
by 

(LJ,R).Ir: ('I;Jfr 1 ~Ll~= ~ [.Jr~¥2 of-J'- ~{4kcK)J:) 
(4.20) 

0/-J: ~(~j"~;)~'A ~ -5f { A:_f1ft -~-J>~f4: ~)]:~~) 
Once vre know the solutions of the Dirac equations (J.4), we obtain 

immediately the so.lution of eq. (3 .• 5) for the Lagrange factor. 

Therefore, the set of equations (J.4), (J.5) is comp.letely integrable. 

As it will be shown in the Appendix, us:t.ng the ADHM construction 

one may obtain the scalar Yariant (VIt e V,,/ .::0} of the so.lut:t.ons for 

1./f and 'Pt . The anaiog to the ADEM so.lutiori.s for '1-t/ J ~A 
(4J.5 ), (4 •. 18) do not exist (the corres:por:ding Euc.lidean solution-s 

are equal to zero). 

5. CALCULATION OF THE CONSERVED QUANTITIES 

Let us calculate the observables (3.2) for the 'bag at rest-

(2.1), C2.J) with the scale kG~ 1 • The vector fi.elds in ·effect 

coinc:tde with e.lectromagnetic waves in a cavity with an ideal.ly 

conductible surface pro~ded both' the electric and magnetic 

oscillation have the same energy. But for the spherical bag this 

condition :is not fulfUied, therefore we conclude'Vott=V.~~;•~o /l7/ 

We expand the scalar exci.tati.ons ~(R) , ~ iR) into, a com-

plete set of spherical functions ¢;. I f'rl • <Ptf . 
. I 1 I "--'L,.,.. ' 

¢" tm (X':Ixl(<oJ<f'.fi•tF, li•-N:.9, tc1#!) "-' e '"'"' ft" (cos 9-) jefi.J;e1~ 
'£/RJ=£(¢:, {R'Je-·~~~&,_, -r¢. rKJe':R~dg(+) ) 

(I f I,"' ~~ftt ,.~,..., "1fnt 

"•·'" . ,, 

cp + = "' (<P. * (X') e _, ;e~,(tp(-) + cP.. {xj e' l'..,d (~) ) 
L(tt> L- ..,,,,i'lot q.t,"' ..,,t,,.,. . a,(J-M , 

"' f"" I I I 

, ' (5.1) 

ll 
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(•) •W where a- 1 o are the expansion con:lficients and are 
numbers to be determined from the boundary condition 

(5.2) 

For example, the basic state corresponds to the value cen=tJ ./::0=1. 
The wave functions are normalized such that the probability to 
fin:l a ttqu~sipart1cle" in the b.ag is equal to unity 

Q= J r13x 1, =-J .t1x(A.,+A-. -t-A; Al/"(L 711) =={;fae--1t:~c-J+ Gc-Jl+J. 
fl(p) .{1 (p) 

This is equivalent to tile condition 

(5.J) 

The calculated observables are relativistic covariant (see 
section 2) and define the possible mass and spin spectra for the 
spherical bag. 

For considering the N-bag vacuum, we should take into account 
that the asymptotic states of' noninteracting hadrons are 
described, i.e.,the case when the distance between the bags is 
larger than their size. In thiR case the system is factorized and 
we may cons~dex each bag separately, passing to the system of axes 
moving with the bag. 

12 
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The effective spin of the "quasiparticle" in this model is 

equal to an integer number, as the sum of ·nco.lourspin"( f ®f ::= 0 +i) 

and orbital momentum is conserved (see (J,J)), For. the model of 

co.lourveotor quarks(f®i=f ..,...J) the "quasiparti.cles" w:lll 

have a normal halfinteger spin; therefore the problem of integer 

"quark" spin here is not important, 

From Eq. (5.5) we see, that there are Go.ldstone modes 

whiCh are necessary for the description of meson states. The 

Hamilto-nian (5.5) is pOsi.tive definite if we suppose, as ·usual,. 

that Fermi statistics holds for the coefficients Q(I) BCt) 

- ! (-){tt-l .::: 8(+) t(-) 
I 

and if we introduce a normal ordering for in quanti-

zing the spinor.fields. The quantization of the considered system 

will not lead to qualitatively new results, as the se1f-dual vacuum 

fields should be considered as c-number (or in more details as 

coherent states 72,J/ ). 

Consequently, a picture arises which is similar to the hadron 

bag model 113 ,.14/ with the relativistic covariant descriptiori of the 

hadron asymptotic states. The difference between the bag model /.14/ 

and the one described here· consists in zero boundary conditions 

for the quark fields. These is no problem in ph.;ysical int erp~_eting 

of "empty" bags as all their observables are equal to zero. 

ConCluding, let us remark that we have used nonobservable 

fields to abol1sh 1nfrared divergences i.n Yang~ills ~heory. The' 

physical princip~e of the remaval of the infrared divergences by 

nonobservable field~ is used also in QED and• probably will work· 

as well for other quantum systems with in:fin:l.te number of degrees 

of freedom. Here, this principle leads to a possibility o1" construc

tive descripti9n of confinement. 

Conc.lus1-on 

In order to remove the i.n:frared divergences in a non-Abelian 

theory, we follow the analogy w1 th the theory for quantum li.qu:td. 

In the quantum liquid case the infrared dyna.m:Lcs"leads ta- sponta

neous vacuum symmetry br_ea.king. In the non-Abeli.an theory the vacuum 

fields sati.sfy the self-duality equa.ti.on in· the M-1nkowsk1 spac-e. 

The ma:1n results of this paper consis-t 1.n the complete solution 

of the Dirac equations with self~ual background fields (dependi.ng 
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on a certain arbitrary function) and the calculation of the energy spectrum of the 11vacuum + spinors" system. 
These results .lead to the fo~lowing physical reasoning: 1) The physical vacuum. is represented by an infinite number of gluon self-dual bags moving with various velocities in various directions. Physical observables of such a vacuum (energy, momentum~ etc~ are equal to zero. In this sense the vacuum is Lorentz-invariant. 2) Asymptotic states of the colour particles are "quasiparticle" excitations of the "vacuum". The "quasiparticle" wave function is ·given within the finite volume of one of the bags. The conserved values (observables) of the system ("vacuum"+ particles) axe Lorentz-covariant cm.d the Hamiltonian defines the hadron mass 

spe ctrwn. 
In this way the resulting physical picture yields a bag-mode.l-like description af hadron asymptotic states .. 
The author would like to thank B.M,.Barbashov, D.V.Vo~kov,E.V.Efremov, M.Ilgenf'ritz, V.K.MeJ.'nikov, M.Mul..ler-Proisker, v.I.Ogievetsky, ~V.Radyushkin for useful discussions and Ya.A.Smorodinsky for valuable remarks. 

APPENDIX 
In order to determine the self~ual fie.lds (2.1),(2.3) let us apply an analogy o~ the ADHM construction 191. 
In Euc.lidean space it consists in the fo.llowing-. 
1) A linear matrix expression 

A>4s _A xAB 8 As . f= qt, ... ,N' i ,·.: f, ... ,IV Ll;_f- 'fT(..t + 'R I 
>48 AS . 't 11/J-. for quanternions X = S Xo + l o X is considered. 

2) A so~ution of the algebraic equation 
>4C /. _. ) 

Z:M-t (LI~<cs=O e 
. L H/c (H;J::! AB 
~ t 

is found under the assumption that the matrix 
,.,-J 

1'\ exi·ts, 
.+c r.· Ll ... ) A-c {R.n) = L Ll e, ck . 

' 
J) Then the solut:ton of duality equation 

has the form 

A"'e{t'A" gJAe "'f lAc,..,/ +I"" A= 7T -. =: .c..11'1e; · 17' ( l'1eJc '). /' 2• e .?"< . 
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(A.l) 

(A,2) 
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and the Euclidean solution of Dirac equation_ 

ar.e represented iri the £arm 
(A.J) 

Our construction is based on integra.l equations for analytic 

functions. 

We defin-e the matrices 

x~l = i .-'<' :t- 'i x 
and introduce the functions of 

MC""J __ ,_ e -<r *<h 

t' - {/!" x.fZ.I - t E 

(:!:) 
><.'Z' 

which are so~utions of the equations 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

In (A.5) the function el'l'(-< ff k.) is an analyt1.c function at the 

lower half-plane of variable ~ , and{:!.S}gives the rules of 

get:l.ng round the 1JOles in integrating in (A.5),(A.6) over real axis. 

(Here we bare in mind that the integrati.on over the arc of large 

radius d.oes not give contribution i.n the lower halfp~ane). 

We can easily c-onvince oursel.ves that the so.luti.on of Eq.s 

(2.1), (2.3) tekes the form 

(A.7) 

is the expression 

(A. B) 
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The solution of the Dirac equation with t~e zero boundary 
conditi.ons takes the fo::rm of (A • .J) 
"' . ... ... " .., (+)( . -:1) """'"'"'}<h-. e·n • J..-r, Hr-L R z; l'.Z "' _.,.. ....... 

·- _p(.,xJ] = -f..,P~ c~ff-!~~J£ v0M 
which coincides with (4,4), (4,6), (4,14) for the vacuum (2,1), (2,3') •. 
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